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Overview

• IC-DISC Basics

• IC-DISC Requirements
• Export Gross Receipts Test
• Qualified Export Property Test
• Export Assets Test

• IC-DISC Implementation

• IC-DISC – Estate and Retirement Planning 

• IC-DISC – Other Structuring Alternatives
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IC-DISC
Export Tax Incentive
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IC-DISC Basics

• IC-DISC - Interest charge domestic international sales 
corporation 

• Domestic corporation 

• Elect to be treated as an IC-DISC by filing IRS Form 4876-A 

• An IC-DISC is not subject to federal income tax (IRC 991). 
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Structure with IC-DISC
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Structure with IC-DISC
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Amounts paid by an operating company to its related IC-DISC (usually commissions)
are deductible to the operating company. An IC-DISC does not pay corporate income
tax on its income. This yields two primary benefits:

1) Lower Tax Rate: Companies without an IC-DISC realize income at ordinary rates.
Income permitted to flow through the IC-DISC reduces the income taxed at these
rates, and such income is not taxed in the hands of the IC-DISC. When the IC-DISC
distributes earnings to the shareholders, they represent dividend income, which
may be taxable at qualified rates.

2) Tax Deferral- An IC-DISC is permitted to retain earnings attributable to the first
$10,000,000 of gross receipts, deferring taxation to its shareholders. An interest
charge is imposed on the deferred tax amounts, and the rate is determined by the
“base period T-bill rate” (currently a fraction of a percent). This amounts to a low
interest loan from the government in the amount of the deferred tax liability, and
may be an attractive borrowing option in the current low-interest rate
environment. Funds retained by an IC-DISC may generally be loaned back to the
related business (subject to conditions which require
careful monitoring).
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IC-DISC
Requirements
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IC-DISC – No Operational Changes

• If statutory requirements of DISC met, no operational
changes are needed

• DISC can be a “paper company”. Treasury Regulations state DISC is
not required to have employees, bear risk, or otherwise have any
economic substance.

• Accounting costs: 
• Requires separate books and records
• Must file 1120-IC-DISC 
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DISC Requirements 
• Corporation incorporated within the United States

• Single class of stock

• Stock par value > $2,500

• Elect to be treated as IC-DISC (F4876A)

• Not in same controlled group as a foreign sales corp (FSC)

• Maintain own books and records

• 95% of receipts must be “qualified export receipts”

• 95% of adjusted basis of assets must be “qualified export 
assets” at the end of the tax year. 
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Qualified Export Property

• Produced in U.S. Test: Manufactured, produced, grown or 
extracted in the U.S. by a party other than a DISC 

• Destination Test: Held primarily for sale, lease or rental, in 
the ordinary course of trade or business, by or to a DISC for 
direct use, consumption or disposition outside the U.S.

• FMV Test: Less than 50% of the fair market value of which 
is attributable to articles imported into the U.S. 
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Manufactured or Produced Test

•Substantial Transformation. If property “substantially
transformed”; Examples woodpulp to paper, steel rod to
screws, canning of fish.

•Operations Generally Constitute Manufacturing: Activity is
“substantial in nature” and generally constitutes
manufacturing.

•Value Add Test: property conversion costs (direct labor and
factory burden including packaging and assembly) accounts
for 20% or more of the COGS.
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Destination Test

• Destination Test: In order to qualify as “export property,”
property must be “sold or leased for direct use,
consumption or disposition outside the United States”.

• Direct delivery outside of the United States; or

• if property is delivered “[w]ithin the United States to a purchaser or
lessee, if such property is ultimately delivered, directly used, or directly
consumed outside the United States (including delivery to a carrier or
freight forwarder for delivery outside the United States) by the purchaser
or lessee (or a subsequent purchaser or sublessee) within 1 year after
such sale or lease.”
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Proof of Compliance Test

• Proof of Compliance Test: appropriate documentation must be
maintained confirming delivery. Documentation may be in form of:

• A facsimile or carbon copy of the export bill of lading issued by the carrier who delivers
the property,

• A certificate of an agent or representative of the carrier disclosing delivery of the
property outside the United States,

• A facsimile or carbon copy of the certificate of lading for the property executed by a
customs officer of the country to which the property is delivered,

• If such country has no customs administration, a written statement by the person to
whom delivery outside the United States was made,

• A facsimile or carbon copy of the shipper's export declaration, a monthly shipper's
summary declaration filed with the Bureau of Customs, or a magnetic tape filed in lieu of
the Shipper's Export Declaration, covering the property,

• Any other proof (including evidence as to the nature of the property or the nature of the
transaction) which establishes to the satisfaction of the Commissioner that the property
was ultimately delivered, or directly sold, or directly consumed outside the United States
within 1 year after the sale or lease.
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Excluded Property

•Export property does not include: 

• Patents, inventions, models, designs, formulas, or processes, whether or not
patented, copyrights (other than films, tapes, records, software or other
similar reproductions for commercial or home use), goodwill, trademarks,
trade brands, franchises, and other like property.

• Certain products of a character for which a deduction for depletion is
allowable (e.g., unprocessed/unrefined oil, gas, coal, or uranium products).

• Property leased by a DISC for use by any member of a controlled group.

• Export property subsidized by the U.S.

• Products for which export is prohibited under Export Admin Act of 1979.

• Unprocessed timber which is a softwood.
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Services

• Related & Subsidiary. Services that are related to and subsidiary 
to any qualified sale, exchange, lease or disposition of export 
property. 

• Engineering & Architectural. Engineering and architectural 
services for construction projects outside the United States. 
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Qualified Export Assets

• Export property (i.e., inventory)
• Export property assets 
• Accounts receivable 
• Temporary investments of working capital 
• Producer’s loans 
• Stock or securities in a related foreign export corporation 
• Export-Import Bank and Foreign Credit Insurance 

Association obligations 
• Export sales finance obligations 
• Temporary bank deposits in U.S. 
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IC-DISC
Implementation
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Corporate Setup

• Entity Type. Must be a Corporation. 

• Place of Incorporation.  Must be within the United States. 
• Consider State and Local Tax Exposure. 

• Look at Washington State for incorporation. See ETA 
3178.2013. 

• Corporate Documents. Articles, Bylaws, Organizational 
Consent, etc. 

• Include DISC specific language; for example: 
• Single class of stock
• Stock par value > $2,500
• Export Receipts & Export Assets Test
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Corporate Setup

• Intercompany Agreement [Commission Agreement].
• Manufacture Co. should appoint DISC as Manufacture Co’s sales

agent;

• DISC is not required to perform functions or take risks in order to
enjoy such income;

• Authorize Export Promotion Expenses; including markup;

• State how commission calculated; as authorized by Section
994(a)(1) and (2);

• Include Payment terms – require payment within 60 days
following the close of the DISC’s taxable year.

• DISC will receive a commission only with respect to sales or leases
of export property, or the furnishing of services, which result in
qualified export receipts.
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Corporate Setup

27

• Treas. Reg. 1.992-2

• File Form 4876A

• Timing:

• New Corp: within 90 days after the
beginning of such taxable year.

• Existing Corp: within 90 prior to year
end.

• Consent – Shareholders must consent

• In Community property states, both
spouses must consent



IC-DISC
Estate/ Retirement Planning
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Estate Planning
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Estate Planning
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Estate Planning
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• Commission payments not included in estate for estate tax purposes

• Risk: See Rev. Rul. 81-54 (deemed gift)

• See Hellweg v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 2011-58
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• Summa Holdings v. Commissioner, 848 F.3d 779 (6th Cir.)

• Benenson v. Comm. (1st Cir.) 

• Benenson v. Comm. (2nd Cir.)

• Mazzei v. Commissioner, 150 T.C. No. 7 (9th Cir.)
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#1: $1M

No Tax at DISC

#2: $1M

#3: $1M

Tax at 21%

#4: $790k

($1M - $210k tax)

No Future Tax on 

Appreciation;

No RMDs

Sec. 995(g)





IC-DISC
Other Structuring Alternatives
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IC-DISC – Ultimate Export Structure

• U.S. Manufacturer that indirectly exports goods 

Foreign
Customers US 

MFG

$ for goods

Export goods

Buy/Sell
Distributor

$ for goods

Export goods

• Goods must be exported within 1 year of sale; 
• Need compliance of Distributor to meet the “proof of 

compliance test”. 
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IC-DISC – Operating DISC Structure

• Buy/Sell distributor involved in exports 

Foreign
Customers US 

MFG

$ for goods

Export goods

Buy/Sell
Distributor

$ for goods

Export goods

• Distributor enters into buy/sell agreements with 
unrelated third parties; 

• Use of 482 method; 
• Distributor company can be DISC company, all export 

profits DISC eligible 
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Buy/Sell Distributor w/Domestic Sales
• Buy/Sell distributor involved in exports 

Foreign
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• Opco Distributor sets up new DISC company.

• DISC contracts with US MFG & foreign clients

• Existing Opco contracts with US MFG & domestic clients

• DISC pays Opco a service fee for services performed by Opco on behalf of DISC

DISC 

Company
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IC-DISC – Operating DISC Structure

• Broker for export sales

Foreign
Customers US 

MFG

$ for goods

Broker

$  
Commission

Export goods

• Broker earns commission for export sales; 
• Use of 482 method; 
• Broker company can be DISC company, all export commissions 

DISC eligible; 
• Need compliance of US MFG to meet proof of compliance test.   
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Executive Compensation

Shareholder

IC-DISC

Executive

• DISC shares not required to be in proportion to OpCo Ownership

• Key Executive can be made owner of DISC

• Executive receives payment at dividend rates

• Shareholder not required to relinquish ownership of OpCo

Dividend
Dividend

Commission

OpCo
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• Email: mghassemieh@harlowefalk.com 
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Disclaimer
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The content presented in this presentation is for discussion purposes only and is  

not intended to be "written advice concerning one or more Federal tax matters"  

within the scope of the requirements of section 10.37(a)(2) of Treasury Department  

Circular 230.

The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to  

address the circumstances of any particular individual or entity. Although we  

endeavor to provide accurate and timely information, there can be no guarantee that  

such information is accurate as of the date it is received or that it will continue to be  

accurate in the future. No one should act on such information without appropriate  

professional advice after a thorough examination of the particular situation.

The material contained in these slides is current as of the date produced. In  

addition, the information contained herein is based on tax authorities that are  

subject to change, retroactively and/or prospectively, and any such changes could  

affect the observations made or any conclusions reached that are contained herein.



Intercompany Pricing Statute
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▪ IRC section 994(a) provides that the transfer price on a sale of export  
property can be the greater of:

• 4% of qualified export receipts (gross receipts)

• 50% of combined taxable income (taxable income), or

• Transfer price determined under section 482

▪ IRC section 994(b) provides authority to the IRS to promulgate rules for  
commissions, rentals and marginal costing

▪ IRC section 994(c) defines export promotion expenses

• In determining the transfer prices under the 4% method and 50% method,  
export promotion expenses are included in the transfer price.

• However, export promotion expenses are typically only incurred when you  
have a buy-sell IC-DISC and not a commission IC-DISC



Intercompany Pricing Regulation
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▪ Treasury Regulation sections 1.994-1 provides detailed rulesregarding  
intercompany pricing for DISC's

• 4% method and 50% method do not depend on the performanceof  
substantial economic functions

➢ Except with respect to export promotion expenses

• Combined taxable income defined as the excess of the gross receipts from  
the sale of export property over the total costs which relate to such gross  
receipts

➢ COGS determined under Treas. Reg. section 1.61-3

➢ Costs (other than COGS) are determined in a manner consistent with  
Treas. Reg. section 1.861-8



Leases and Commissions
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▪ Leases

• In the case of leases of export property by a taxpayer and/or DISC, the  
amount of income the DISC may earn is determined under the 4% method,  
the 50% method or the section 482 method

➢ Not uncommon to see a DISC owning the export property and earning  
gross receipts from leasing under the section 482 method

▪ Commissions

• For transactions which are handled on a commission basis by a DISC with  
respect to qualified export receipts of a related supplier

➢ The amount of commission income that may be earned by the DISC in  
any year is the amount, computed in a manner consistent with the  
intercompany pricing under the 4% gross receipts method, the 50%  
combined taxable income method, or section 482 method as if the  
transfer pricing rules had been used for a sale to the DISC



Commission vs. Profitability
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Grouping Rules
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• Generally the transfer pricing determinations are to be made on a  
transaction-by-transaction basis

➢ However, at the annual choice of the taxpayer some or all of these  
determinations may be made on the basis of groups consisting of  
products or product lines

➢ A product or a product line determination will be accepted by the IRS if  
such determination conforms to:

o A recognized industry or trade usage, or

o The 2-digit major group (broadest) SIC codes (or any inferior  
classifications or combinations thereof (narrower), within a major  
group)

o A choice to group transactions for a taxable year on a product or  
product line basis shall apply to all transactions with respect to that  
product or product line consummated during the taxable year



Grouping by SIC
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Grouping Transactions
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▪ Grouping can be beneficial when the product groups have different  
characteristics

▪ Example:ABC company produces multiple products, including Products A  

and B.

• Product A is a high-profit product line with limited export sales.

• Product B is a low-profit line but has high exports.

• If the two can be combined, then the high profit may raise the  

permissible commission paid for the AB group.



Grouping Example
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ProductA

Domestic Export

ProductB

Domestic Export

AB Group

Domestic Export

Combined calculation results in $44 profit for the DISC, whereas  

separate calculations total only $35

Sales 1,000 1,000 2,000 100 3,000 1,100

CoGS 620 620 800 40 1,420 660

Gross Profit 380 380 1,200 60 1,580 440

SG&A 360 360 700 30 1,060 390

CTI 20 20 500 30 520 50

50% method 10 15 25

4% method - limited to 100% of CTI 20 4 44

Higher of the two methods 20 15 44



Marginal Costing
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▪ Treasury Regulation section 1.994-2

▪ Permits taxpayers to use marginal costing to determine permissible DISC  
profit under the 50% combined taxable income method

• Marginal costing combined taxable income (MCCTI) only takes into  
account direct materials and direct labor

• Limited to the over profit percentage amount (OPPL)

▪ Requires that the DISC is treated as seeking to establish or maintain a foreign  
market

• A DISC is considered to be seeking to establish or maintain a foreign market  
if the full costing CTI for the specific transaction or group of transactions is  
lower than the marginal costing CTI calculated under the marginal costing  
rules

• The DISC will meet this requirement if the CTI determined using  
marginal costing is higher than the CTI determined using full costing



Marginal Costing (Cont.)

▪ Marginal Costing CTI = lower of:

Qualifying Export Sales - Direct Materials - Direct Labor, or  

Qualifying Export Sales x Overall Profit Percentage (OPP)

▪ OPP = Taxable income from all sales

Gross receipts from all sales

▪ OPP determinations may be made on the basis of groups consisting of  
products or product lines, at the annual choice of the taxpayer

© 2019 KPMG LLP, a Delaware limited liability partnership and the U.S. member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International  
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OPP Optimization

Product AB  
CTI = 12%
OPP= 10%

Product A  
CTI = 15%
OPP = 12%

Product B  
CTI = 9%
OPP = 8%

Optimization Strategy:  
Product A uses full cost CTI
Product B uses MC CTI with AB OPP
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Marginal Costing Example
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Marginal costing yields $50 profit, as opposed to $40 profit under full costing

Domestic Export

Total

Company

Sales 1,000 1,000 2,000

COGS 600 800 1,400

Gross Profit 400 200 600

SG&A 250 150 400

CTI 150 50 200

50% method 25

4% method - limited to 100% of CTI 40

Higher of the two methods 40

Marginal Costing CTI  

Overall ProfitPercentage
300*

10%
MCCTI limited toOPP 100

DISC Profit using 50%method 50

* DM and DL are $700



Marginal Costing Observation
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▪ Technically requires identification of direct material and direct labor,  
but overall profit percentage is almost always a limiter

▪ Consider using gross profit as a substitute for marginal costing CTI if  
direct material and direct labor cannot be identified

▪ Due to overall profit percentage limitation, marginal costing  
generally is beneficial when domestic margins are greater than  
export margins



No Loss Rules
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▪ Often misunderstood

• Neitherthegrossreceiptsmethodnorthecombinedtaxableincomemethodmaybeappliedto
causein anytaxableyeara losstotherelatedsupplier. Buteithermethodmaybeappliedtothe
extentitdoesnotcausea loss

• Alossresultsifthetaxableincome(commission)oftheDISCexceedsthecombinedtaxable  
incomeoftherelatedsupplierandtheDISC

▪ Special 4% Rule - often overlooked

• Transfer price or commission determined under the 4% grossreceipts method will not be  
consideredtocausea lossfortherelatedsupplieriftheoverallprofitpercentageapplicabletothe  
transactionorgroupoftransactionsispositive

▪ Effectively, this provision permits result similar to marginal costing but permits a  

DISC profit of up to 4% on a loss transaction



Intercompany Pricing Options
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▪ IC-DISC Pricing Options - Applied on a Transactional or Grouping Basis

• Sevenbuckets

➢ 50%offullcostingCTI

➢ 50%ofmarginalcostingCTI

➢ 50%ofmarginalcostingCTIlimitedtotheOPP

➢ 4%ofqualifiedexportreceipts

➢ 4%ofqualifiedexportreceiptslimitedtofullcostingCTI(nolossrule)

➢ 4%ofqualifiedexportreceiptslimitedtotheOPP(special4%rule)

➢ Losstransactionswithnocommission



Examples
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▪ S Corp. with $300 of foreign sales, $600 of total sales.

▪ Seven examples:

• Example 1 – Base Example

• Example 2 – Export sales and COGS

• Example 3 – Expense allocation

• Example 4 – Other Income

• Example 5 – Three transactions (TxT)

• Example 6 – Special 4% method

• Example 7 – FDII Example
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Assume that the only  
information available is  
the company’s tax  
return, and the amount  
of export sales in total.

Domestic Export Total

Sales 300 300 600

COGS 150 150 300

Gross Margin 150 150 300

SG&A Expenses

Salaries 50 50 100

Commissions 25 25 50

Administrative 10 10 20

Total SG&A 85 85 170

Taxable Income (CTI) 65 65 130

50% of CTI 32.50

4% of Sales 12.00

Greater of 50% or 4%Method 32.50
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Additional information is  
now available regarding  
cost of sales. $160 to  
domestic sales and $140  
to export sales

Domestic Export Total

Sales 300 300 600

COGS 160 140 300

Gross Margin 140 160 300

SG&A Expenses

Salaries 50 50 100

Commissions 25 25 50

Administrative 10 10 20

Total SG&A 85 85 170

Taxable Income (CTI) 55 75 130

50% of CTI 37.50

4% of Sales 12.00

Greater of 50% or 4%Method 37.50
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Upon inquiry, you learn  
that most of the  
commission expenses  
(80%) are incurred for  
domestic sales. Only  
20% of the commission  
expenses are paid on  
export sales.

Domestic Export Total

Sales 300 300 600

COGS 160 140 300

Gross Margin 140 160 300

SG&A Expenses

Salaries 50 50 100

Commissions 40 10 50

Administrative 10 10 20

Total SG&A 100 70 170

Taxable Income (CTI) 40 90 130

50% of CTI 45.00

4% of Sales 12.00

Greater of 50% or 4%Method 45.00
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You notice that  
the company has  
a significant  
amount of other  
income. Upon  
further inquiry,  
you learn that the  
company sold a  
division at a $100  
gain.

Management  
spent 25% of its  
time and $10 of  
administrative  
expenses on it.

Domestic Export Other Total

Sales 300.00 300.00 600.00

Other Income 100.00 100.00

COGS 160.00 140.00 300.00

Gross Margin 140.00 160.00 100.00 400.00

SG&A Expenses

Salaries 37.50 37.50 25.00 100.00

Commissions 40.00 10.00 50.00

Administrative 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00

Total SG&A 82.50 52.50 35.00 170.00

Taxable Income (CTI) 57.50 107.50 65.00 230.00

50% of CTI 53.75

4% of Sales 12.00

Greater of 50% or 4%Method 53.75
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You learn that the  
company had three  
export sales and you  
obtain the amount of  
sales, COGS for each  
transactions along  
with SG&A expenses  
for each, noting that  
two had commission  
expense but one did  
not.

Transaction 1 Transaction 2 Transaction 3 Total Export

Sales 75 100 125 300

COGS 70.00 35.00 35.00 140.00

Gross Margin 5.00 65.00 90.00 160.00

SG&A Expenses

Salaries 12.50 12.50 12.50 37.50

Commissions 5.00 5.00 10.00

Administrative 1.67 1.67 2.00 5.00

Total SG&A 19.17 19.17 14.50 52.50

Taxable Income (CTI) (14.17) 45.83 75.50 107.50

50% of CTI (7.08) 22.92 37.75

4% of Sales 3.00 4.00 5.00

Greater of 50% or 4%Method - 22.92 37.75 60.67
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Consider use of the
special 4% method
under Reg. Sect.
1.994-1(e)(1)(ii)

Transaction 1 Transaction 2 Transaction 3 Total Export

Sales 75.00 100.00 125.00 300.00

COGS 70.00 35.00 35.00 140.00

Gross Margin 5.00 65.00 90.00 160.00

SG&A Expenses

Salaries 12.50 12.50 12.50 37.50

Commissions 5.00 5.00 10.00

Administrative 1.67 1.67 2.00 5.00

Total SG&A 19.17 19.17 14.50 52.50

Taxable Income (CTI) (14.17) 45.83 75.50 107.50

50% of CTI (7.08) 22.92 37.75

4% of Sales - limited to CTI - 4.00 5.00

Special 4% Method 3.00 4.00 5.00

Greater of 50% or 4% Method 3.00 22.92 37.75 63.67
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▪ Interaction between FDII and IC-DISC

Assume that sales,  
COGS and allocable  
deductions for  
qualifying FDII and IC-
DISC are the same.

FDII IC-DISC

Sales 300 300

COGS 150 150

Gross Margin 150 150

Allocable Deductions* 80 80

Tentative FDDEI and CTI 70 70

DEI 175

FDDEI/DEI 40%

QBAI 250

DTIR 25

DII 150

FDII 60

Stand-alone:

Section 250 deduction 22.5

IC-DISC Commission deduction 35

Combined: **

Section 250 deduction 12.89

IC-DISC Commission deduction 28.55

* Allocable deductions before FDII or IC-DISC

** Using iterative process or simultaneous equation to allocate FDII and IC-DISC deductions
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▪ Define all supportable product/product line hierarchies (e.g., SIC code vs  
trade/industry usage)

▪ For each product/product line hierarchy,

• determine FC CTI for each transaction and each product group level

• determine OPPs for each product group level

• determine optimal OPPs for each transaction and each product group level

• compute optimal IC-DISC commission profit for each pricing level (full costing vs.  
marginal costing)

• determine optimal pricing level(s) (transactional vs. grouping)

• compute total IC-DISC profit
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Introduction to IC-DISC

• Formation of the IC-DISC

▪ A single class of stock

▪ A minimum par value of $2,500 

▪ Elect to be an IC-DISC with a Form 4876-A
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Introduction to IC-DISC (cont.)

• Taxation of an IC-DISC and its shareholders

▪ An IC-DISC is not subject to corporate tax

▪ When the IC-DISC pays a dividend, its owners will pay income 

tax at a 23.8% rate
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The Tests to Qualify as an IC-DISC

• Qualified Export Receipts Test

• Qualified Export Assets Test
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The Tests to Qualify as an IC-DISC (cont.)

• 95% of its gross receipts must constitute qualified export receipts

▪ Sales of export property

▪ Rents for use of export property outside the 

United States

▪ Services related to exports

▪ Engineering or architectural services for construction projects 

abroad, and

▪ Commissions
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Example 1

Sales Produce Gross Receipts
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Example 2

Services Produce Gross Receipts
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Example 3

Architectural Services Produce Gross Receipts
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The Tests to Qualify as an IC‐DISC

• 95% of the assets of the IC-DISC must be qualified export assets

▪ Temporary investments

▪ Export property

▪ Accounts receivable 

▪ Loans to producers
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Example 4

Working Capital as Qualified Export Assets
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Example 5

Export Property as Qualified Export Assets
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Qualification as Export Property

• The property must be manufactured in the U.S. by a person other 

than the IC-DISC

• The export property must be held primarily for use outside the 

U.S.

• The property must have a maximum of 50% foreign content
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Qualification as Export Property (cont.)

• Property is manufactured within the U.S. if either

▪ U.S. conversion costs incurred constitute 20% of the cost of 

goods sold

▪ There is a substantial transformation in the United States, or

▪ The operations in the U.S. are generally considered to 

constitute manufacturing
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Example 6

Generally Considered to Constitute 

Manufacturing

IC-DISC
USAco

commission

US

sunglass components

Foreign

U.S.

sunglasses

Exports

U

S

USAco
IC-DISC
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Qualification as Export Property

• The Destination Requirement

▪ The destination test

requires being held

for use outside the

United States
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Example 7

Satisfying the Destination Test

IC-DISC
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Example 8

No Further U.S. Manufacturing

IC-DISC

Big3co
Familyco

Familyco
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Example 9

P

US

IC-DISC
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Qualification as Export Property (cont.)

• The Maximum of 50% Foreign Content Requirement

▪ No more than 50% of the fair market value of export property 

may be attributable to the fair market value of imported 

articles

▪ The fair market value of the foreign content is determined by 

its dutiable value
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Determining the IC-DISC Benefit

• The commission is the greater of

▪ 4% of the qualified export receipts

▪ 50% of the combined taxable income, or

▪ The arm's-length amount determined under the transfer pricing 

principles of Section 482
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Example 10

4% of the Qualified Export Receipts

IC-DISC

US
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Example 11

50% of Combined Taxable Income

US

IC-DISC
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Implementation Considerations

for the IC-DISC

• Incorporate the IC-DISC before the export 

sales begin

• Analyze the export sales

• Draft the commission agreement

• Prepare and timely file the Form 4876-A that elects 

IC-DISC status

• Prepare a manual that contains guidelines and a 

checklist/calendar
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